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INTRODUCTION 

 

 A big problem in STEM student education is a dropping out a large 

percentage of students. 

 The solution - active learning: involvement of students in the 

educational process. 

 A challenge: it takes time the students to understand and accept 

the importance of self-training and self-assessment. 

 it is essential that students receive continuous feedback: human’s, 

or machine’s (e.g. from an interactive online platform).  

 The Halomda platform provides students with opportunities for 

self-learning and self-training in different high math courses, 

resulting in self-regulated assessment. 

 Halomda also enables qualitative self-assessment. 

 



 
            

THE HALOMDA PLATFORM 
1988  - Israel 

Halomda is an educational platform based on proprietary  

Computer Algebra system including 6 modules: 

 XPress-Editor (formula editor: graphical input of algebraic 

expressions - WYSIWYG) 

 XPress-Graph (graph plotter) 

 XPress-Geometry (2-D and 3-D geometry explorer) 

 XPress-evaluator (CAS-based interpreter of student input) 

 XPress-Tutor (3 modes: Learn, Train, Test) 

 XPress-Task Editor (development and editing of tasks)  

 

 



 
            

The Main Didactical Advantage 

 

 

The Main didactical advantage of the Halomda platform over  

other systems, being either Tutors or Assessment modules,  

is the integration of the 3 main methods of Math studying:  

Learn, Train and Test in the Xpress-Tutor: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://halomda.org/TestingDriverMy/WelcomeGuest-Michlala-E.php


 
            

 

 

 Learn mode 

a student is offered a series of problems;  

each problem includes random parameters; 

new run gives different initial sets of the parameters  

Help at 2 levels:  

General Help, 

List of Steps of the problem solution and description of every step;  

Result of every step of the solution.  

 Train mode 

multiple choice of possible results of each step,  

extensive and interactive student's training;  

 Test  mode -  no help is available, 3 trials to solve.  

https://www.halomda.org/TestingDriverMy/ChapterMenu.php?Mode=wrkLearn&ChpId=496&UsrId=16480&Lng=eng
https://halomda.org/WebTestManager/StartTest.php?tpc=4546&usr=16480&mode=wrkLearn&HID=0&chpId=496
https://halomda.org/WebTestManager/StartTest.php?tpc=6412&usr=16480&mode=wrkLearn&HID=0&chpId=496


 
            

OUR METHODOLOGY 

 

Learn-by-Solve 

 Students obtain a complete set of problems covering the syllabus, 

and the system guides them throughout the learning process. 

 Students are exposed to all the phases of educational process: 

Learning, Training and Assessment. 

Challenges 

 didactical – development of a set of typical tasks covering the topic 

and their detailed solution;  

 technical – inclusion of random parameters in tasks (to increase the 

number of different tasks); 



 
            

 enable students to enter answers in a familiar form (using a 

graphical editor of math expressions);  

 to be able to evaluate students’ answers and compare them with 

the "correct" ones. 

Learn and Train sections of the platform: 

 include typical problems (usually 10 for a week assignment),  

 each new run opens a problem with randomly changing data:  
    

 

 

 

 

 

 

next run: 

 



 
            

 Help to each problem has 2 levels: the General Description and the 

detailed Step-by-Step help:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
            

Student’s answers 

 Student can enter his answer using the built-in graphical 

editor of math expressions, or choose one of the answers given by 

the system.  

 The system compares the student's answer with the correct one 

and gives a content-related detailed response, thus enabling the 

student to identify his error and continue interactive self-training:  

 

 

 

 

 



 
            

Usage of different modes 

 

 from 01/01/2022 to 10/06/2022, 2074 students of Ariel University 

used the system: 

 

 

 

 

 the Learn mode was used 10 981 times; the Train mode – 44 355 

times, and the Test mode – 28 296 times.        



 
            

Questionnaire 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 According to the anonymous questionnaires, 50% of students 

rated Xpress-Tutor as very simple and user-friendly.  



 
            

Courses 

 

 Using graphical Task Editor, specially developed for fast compiling 

of assignment tasks, we created courses in High Math:  

Linear Algebra, Analytical Geometry, Calculus-1 and 2, Differential 

equations, Complex functions, Statistics, that are used in several 

Israeli institutions (Ariel University and a number of colleges), 

 and a large number of courses in Elementary Mathematics: 

Arithmetic, Algebra, Geometry, Trigonometry, Probability, 

Functions for primary, intermediate and high schools. 

    

 



 
            

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     Thank you for attention! 

 


